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Resum
Els RPAS s’estan convertint de manera continua en una part mes present a la
vida civil. Des de la seva aparició, els desenvolupadors han estat investigant
en busca de solucions per les quals aquests vehicles no tripulats podrien ser
implementats per tal de facilitar la vida diària.
En la present memòria es troben totes les passes que s’han hagut de fer per
tal de demostrar una d’aquestes solucions, la viabilitat dels RPAS a l’hora de
substituir grans avions de mercaderies.
En aquest projecte es desenvoluparà un software capaç de crear un gran
numero de rutes per a una companyia aèria fictícia durant un període te temps
estipulat, fent servir dades reals.
El software serà capaç de: llegir i manipular fitxers externs amb les dades
històriques d’una companyia aèria; processar totes aquestes dades i
organitzar-les en una estructura de dades on es generaran tot un seguit de
trajectòries; retornar uns fitxers amb tota aquesta informació i a més crear uns
altres fitxers especials per a ser incorporats en un altre programa. Les
trajectòries finals generades seran, a més, representades sobre un mapa
europeu on es simularà el seu moviment mitjançant Google Earth.
Aquestes trajectòries seran generades a partir de dades reals i fent servir
sempre els paràmetres més realistes per tal d’aconseguir una millor generació.
Mitjançant aquest projecte es demostrarà la viabilitat de poder crear un
programa capaç d’automatitzar tota la generació de trajectòries, que més
endavant podran realitzar els RPAS. Per a comparar els resultats generats en
aquest software amb la realitat es compararan aquestes trajectòries amb unes
generades individualment amb les mateixes dades per un software específic.
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Overview

RPAS have become steadily a more present part in the civil lives. Since their
appearance, researchers have been looking for solutions in which these
unmanned aircrafts could be implemented to ease the daily life.
This report contains all the steps that have been made in order to demonstrate
another of these solutions, the viability of substituting big cargo aicrafts for
RPAS.
In this project, it will be developed a software capable of creating a large
number of routes for a fictitious airline company for a specified time period,
using actual data.
The software will be able to: read and manipulate external files with the
historical data of an airline; process all these data and organize them in a data
structure where a whole series of routes will be generated; return files with all
this information and also create other special files to be incorporated into
another program. The final trajectories generated will also be represented on a
European map where it will be simulated its movement through Google Earth.
These trajectories will be generated from real data and always using the most
realistic parameters in order to achieve a better generation.
Through this project, the feasibility of being able to create a program capable
of automating the whole generation of trajectories which can later be performed
by RPAS will be demonstrated. To compare the results generated in this
software with the how real trajectories behave in normal traffic, these
trajectories will be compared with those generated individually with the same
data using a specific software.
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INTRODUCTION
The aeronautical industry is one that is always making new progress and
developing into the future. Although some systems used nowadays are dated,
the development that undergoes the industry is constant and is always using the
new means to improve itself.
Since the very beginning of the aviation, other industries have seen an
opportunity to grow with it. One of them is the freight companies, which started to
use aircraft to send its cargo or even mail. Although slowly, those freight
companies started to grow with time, as well as the aviation industry grew, the
biggest improvement on those companies was when Internet started to get to
everyone.
With the entrance of Internet, tons of companies started to grow exponentially,
and freight companies were not an exception. Being able to track in any moment
where your order was and how much lasted until it gets delivered was something
that was unimaginable at the moment. However, it was possible then, and so, the
industry was benefited from it. Which was the next step to go? How could the
industry continue evolving with the newest technologies?
Lately, the Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAS), also called Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS), are beginning to take an important role in the industry and many
different solutions are being developed every week, in order to introduce those
systems into the day-to-day life. It is known that RPAS can be very beneficial to
lots of fields of investigation, so the question that was taken in this project was:
could drones be implemented in the air traffic as the substitutes of the actual
aircraft?
This was the motivation that drove this project. There were two options for this
project to be based on, it could study passengers’ flights or freight flights. It was
concluded that the best company that could be modeled was a cargo company,
and for different reasons, the main one being that introducing unmanned aircraft
for passenger’s flights could result in most of the civilians not wanting to take a
flight.
In this project, it would be necessary to simulate the behavior of those UAS in a
controlled airspace, see how its introduction altered the normal flow of the traffic
and how many problems raised due to them. This would be ultimately done using
a trajectory generator software, able to predict trajectories of a traffic given some
values, such as the cost index of the flight, with which it could calculate the ideal
flight level for the aircraft in order to fulfill this cost index. Recreating the
trajectories of the flights using this tool will allow comparing how the program
created in this project worked and supply these routes with the necessary data in
order to further simulate with the help of another tool to calculate collisions.
All the work that has been done during this project is compiled in this report, step
by step as it has been done and with the necessary explanations to understand
all the thinking, and working process that has been undergone during the
realization of this project.

In this report, it will be found, first of all, a State of the Art, doing a quick revisit of
the history of the cargo aviation, taking special importance in it the changes and
evolutions that suffered. Finally, it will be talked about the present and future of
it, and some studies that are being done in the field of the UAS (some by NASA)
related to what this project is about.
Next, there will be explained the workflow of the project, what has been done and
why, without entering into details which will be explained later on, in its own
chapters of the report.
It will be found the preliminary study, in which it is chosen the company after
which the project will be modeled, followed up by how the data of this company
was extracted and processed.
The core of the project will be explained in the chapter named GRAPH in which
it will be generated the routes that will be implemented into DYNAMO later on.
Those same routes will be represented also by a European map, to take a better
look at how do they work.
Finally, those new generated routes will be simulated and studied using trajectory
prediction software, before mentioned, which will give the final trajectories for the
fleet created and then the conclusions will be written. Whether or not, introducing
RPAS into the controlled airspace to supply the functions of a freight aircraft is
viable will be explained in this last section.
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CHAPTER 1. STATE OF THE ART
1.1.

Origin and evolution of the Cargo airlines

The 7th November of 1910 is marked in the history of the aviation as the day in
which the first cargo only flight took place. It covered the distance of 65 miles,
between Dayton and Columbus, Ohio in the USA. The aircraft, a Wright Model B
showed in Fig. 1.1, carried a package of 90kg of silk for an opening store. It
marked a milestone in history as it recorded the highest speed at the moment,
covering this distance in 57 minutes.

Fig. 1.1 Wright model B aircraft

Less than a year later, the 18th February of 1911, Sir Walter Windham, proposed
the first mail flight in the British India for publicity. It was a single flight that carried
6500 letters a distance of 13km in only 13 minutes. In September of the same
year, and backed up for its success in India, Sir Windham created the world’s first
scheduled airmail post service, between the suburb of Hendon, in London and
the Postmaster’s General office, in Windsor, Berkshire.
It was in the 20s when the air cargo developed rapidly, as a numerous group of
entrepreneurs realized that the aircraft could move high value and low volume
consignments much faster than the railroads and shipping companies.
The first air freight companies did not emerge, however, until the post-world war
II years. It was in 1945, in La Havana, where 57 airlines formed the International
Air Transport Association, as known as the IATA.

By the mid-50s, the world economy was recovering after the war, and the freight
companies developed modestly too. It was in 1968 when Boeing launched its 747
model as seen in Fig. 1.2, that the cargo industry did revolution itself. The Boeing
747 was the first wide-body aircraft, able to carry full pallets in the cargo hold,
which represented a huge improvement for the industry.

Fig. 1.2 Boeing 747-121 RA001 on public display, Everett, Washington, 30
September 1968. (The Museum of Flight)

Although it was believed that the freight companies would become a big part of
the aviation in no time, it wasn’t until the 90s where cargo emerged as a pillar of
the industry. The big drivers of this change were the express parcel carriers,
typified by FedEx, DHL, TNT, and UPS. Also, changes in practice in the
manufacturing sector allowed for this big expansion. In 1992, FedEx sent
software on computer disks to its costumers allowing them to track shipments
from their own workstations.
The development and rise of Internet contributed in increasing the reliability and
accessibility to the air cargo industry. Nowadays, most air cargo companies offer
a way to track down via the Internet the whole process of delivery of your order,
Fig. 1.3, from the moment you order it, until the very exact time that the package
arrives at the destination.
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Fig. 1.3 Example of the tracking feature, given by DHL.

1.2.

Present and future of the cargo aviation

The whole aeronautical industry tends to the computerization of everything. As it
has been stated before, the cargo industry grew exponentially due to the
emergence of Internet, and the implementation of its benefits to their systems,
such as their tracking devices.
Nowadays, the present and future of the industry seem set on the new revolution:
The Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). Although the UAS is not a totally new
idea, the development of the technology has created a big opportunity in which
this unmanned vehicles could partake. There are numerous jobs that the drones
could make more efficiently than a conventional aircraft, and the idea of this
project is to study if substituting the cargo aircraft for Remotely Piloted Aircraft
(RPAS) could improve the industry in any manner.
In order to do so, it’s necessary to use a software able to predict, and generate
trajectories for those flights, so they could be totally automatized. Also, those
RPAS would become part of the actual air traffic, so they will be managed by the
controllers as if of a normal aircraft was flying, so there would be a need of tools
for them.
There are several studies in this field, one of them realized by the NASA in which
they explore the idea of a UAS Traffic Management (UTM), Fig. 1.4.

“UTM is designed to enable safe low-altitude civilian UAS operations by providing
pilots information needed to maintain separation from other aircraft by reserving
areas for specific routes, with consideration of restricted airspace and adverse
weather conditions,” said Parimal Kopardekar, manager of NASA’s Safe
Autonomous Systems Operations project and lead of NASA’s UTM efforts in an
interview.
In Moffett Field, California, where NASA’s Ames Research Center is located,
UTM cloud-based software tools are being developed in four segments of
progressively more capable levels:


Technical Capability Level One involves field-testing of rural UAS
operations for agriculture, firefighting and infrastructure monitoring.



Technical Capability Level Two for applications that operate beyond
visual line of sight of the operator in sparsely populated areas. The
system will provide flight procedures and traffic rules for longer-range
applications.



Technical Capability Level Three will include cooperative and
uncooperative UAS tracking capabilities to ensure the collective safety of
manned and unmanned operations over moderately populated areas and
is planned for January 2018.



Technical Capability Level Four will involve higher-density urban areas
for autonomous vehicles used for newsgathering and package delivery
and will offer large-scale contingency mitigation. Build Four will be
demonstrated in 2019.

Fig. 1.4 UTM system scheduling and tracking displays.
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UTM is being developed for small drones, which are very different to the big
RPAS that this project is about. Even though, it is an example of the future of the
industry and the revolution of the technology. Talking about cargo companies,
UTM could be applied in the last segment of the delivery process, the one that
nowadays fulfills the vans and trucks. In [3] it can be found more information in
NASA’s UTM project.
Nowadays, it is being investigated the possibility of Single Pilot Operations
(SPO). SPO refers to flying a commercial aircraft with only one pilot in the cockpit.
This pilot will be assisted by advanced onboard automation and/or ground
operators providing piloting support services. If SPO were to be applied, it would
represent cost savings without compromising the safety of the flights.
Thinking further into this matter, if SPO were to be integrated, the next step could
be totally removing the need for a pilot in the cockpit, being totally remotely
controlled. This could be the beginning of the RPAS commercial flights.
EUROCONTROL has also been doing its own tests in simulating what would
happen if RPAS were to be integrated into the controlled European airspace.
Several tests were run to see the safe integration of UAS into busy airspace and
its outcomes.
A small scale Real Time Simulation (RTS) had placed between 24-25 May 2016,
successfully demonstrated that EUROCONTROL’s Experimental Centre is now
capable of conducting realistic simulations that include RPAS. There were
simulated three generic en-route sectors, involving its own three en-route
controllers, taking 40-minute traffic samples with 52 civil aircraft and three to four
RPAS. There is more information about this subject in [5].
The Experimental Centre’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) prepared the simulation
and developed four different Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAS) which were made
available to worldwide BADA users in December 2015. Those were built by
gathering available performance data and constructing profiles for each phase of
flight. Two of this RPAS were created in collaboration with the Universitat
Politécnica de Catalunya (UPC) where its researchers shared reference data
originating from RPAS flight recordings as well as know-how on RPAS behavior.
The demonstration tested a number of events which could occur when integrating
RPAS into en-route airspace:


slow climb and descent;



variable communication delay;



link failure;



communication failure;



the impact of strong winds;



navigational errors.

The demonstration highlighted a number of areas that are ready for further
development. These include ATC procedures, ATCO working methods, system
enhancements and the need for more RPAS models in BADA.
It is intended for EUROCONTROL’s Experimental Centre to be at the forefront of
this development, collaborating with teams working in the rest of
EUROCONTROL and on SESAR 2020 projects.
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CHAPTER 2. MOTIVATION AND GOAL OF THE
PROJECT
Nowadays, there is no historical data of how could an unmanned aircraft behave
in a controlled airspace with other manned vehicles as this is a scenario that has
never happened before. This project aim is to investigate and study what will
happen if RPAS were to be added to the normal air traffic, how it would affect the
other flight plans and if it would be an extra workload for the controllers.
As a side point, it has to be noted that in this project, when it is talked about RPAS
or UAS we won’t be referring to small quadcopters but to big aircraft able to fly
under Instrumental Flight Rules (IFR), just as a normal commercial aircraft will.
First of all, if what it is required is to introduce a traffic of RPAS in the normal
airspace, it has to be thought which kind of labor will those RPAS fill in the
aeronautical world. It was discarded to implement them as commercial civil
transport, as most people won’t be eager to ride on an unmanned aircraft, so the
other option was to study those drones as cargo aircraft. A cargo company will
be selected to extract the information of its routes and flight plans and recreate a
routine with which it could be done the study.
This study won’t only involve recreating this routine but also and finally it will be
implemented in pair with DYNAMO, a trajectory prediction program developed in
the UPC to finally see how those drones will behave, which flight level will be the
best for them, etc.

2.1.

Workflow

To begin with, it was done a preliminary study to choose which company will be
selected to make the study. It had to be a cargo company and also its flights had
to be mostly over European territory. There were studied the companies that
fulfilled both requisites and it was found DHL to be the one selected to base the
study on. ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. shows the
workflow of the project.
There was necessary to extract some data of the routes that this company made
each day. EUROCONTROL has a database, named DDR2 which had all the
information required and even more. A tool named NEST able to extract and
analyze this data was used. Knowing that DHL had various airlines of its own, it
also was studied their differences to see which of them was the best for the
purpose of the project. Finally, it was selected a period of time in which it will be
based all of the data to recreate the flight plans.
The data extracted from this database was very broad and not all of its
information was necessary nor useful in order to complete the project so it had to
be cut down. It was developed a code able to read the data, and process it to
write a file with only the necessary data ordered in a way that the following code
could read it at ease.

Moreover, it had to be chosen a list of different aircraft types, the ones that will
be flying the generation.
The essential data was already extracted and saved, the next step was to work
with it, to create the generation and generate a whole traffic within the time span
that was selected earlier. There was a need to order the data extracted and
manipulate it so it was created a Graph in order to do so.
The previous code was augmented so it could create and handle a Graph which
will generate the trajectories of the traffic. This Graph used a random algorithm,
so it has to be noted that even if the input data was always the same, the output
data may vary each time the generation was executed. This, in fact, was very
useful as it could generate different scenarios with the same initial input making
for different generations.
The Graph will provide a definite set of routes, giving information such as from
where it is taking off and where it is landing the aircraft. Nevertheless, this
information it’s not enough in order to make the final generation with the trajectory
predictor software afore mentioned, as this software uses the waypoint to
waypoint data.
It was necessary to extract the waypoints of each route from the database that
has been mentioned before. It was provided an SO6 file with this data which had
to be cropped down, again, to filter only the useful information. Once it was
created a code able to filter and store the new data, it was programmed to link
the airport to airport routes with its appropriate waypoints. This allowed creating
files totally compatible with the trajectory predictor software.
These same files were also used to simulate the routes in Google Earth, creating
KML files that will show the traffic flow over the week.
Finally, and once all the files were created, it was time to implement them in
DYNAMO and begin the final generation to get to the core of the project. It will
give the best trajectories given the set of data that was entered as an input. Those
trajectories will be compared with the ones that the software generated in this
project created, and how accurate it is with respect to them.
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYSIS OF DHL AS A FREIGHT
AIRLINE
The first step to begin with this project was selecting which airline will be modelled
to simulate. It has been already explained that there would be chosen a freight
company to model and it was time to select which one will be. There are several
cargo companies around the world and some of them have its headquarters in
Europe. One of the biggest freight airlines is Cargolux, which hub is located in
Luxembourg, but for this project, it was selected DHL to be modeled as it was the
company which had more airlines and thus could represent an interesting
analysis.
DHL Express, the mail, and logistics company controls a big number of airlines
and some of them are subsidiaries. Those are used in order to send all the cargo
across the world. This project is going to simulate the traffic that overcomes a
company such as DHL within a period of time and see if it would be possible to
convert this, nowadays manned, aircraft into RPAS.
This project aims to be able to generate accurate trajectories for RPAS using
existing data of real freight airlines. There will only be taken into account
European flights, and so, even thought that DHL Aviation (such is called the
division of DHL Express responsible for providing air transport capacity) operates
all over the world, the only interesting data will be the provided by the flights that
operate in Europe.

3.1.

Analysis of the aircraft and fleet

Researching for DHL Aviation it was found that it owns five main airlines which
provide services by region, and also operates with other subsidiary airlines. In
order to complete this preliminary study, only its main airlines will be considered.
Those five airlines are:


European Air Transport Leipzig.



DHL Air UK.



DHL Aero Expreso.



SNA S/DHL.



Blue Dart Aviation.

Taking a closer look at these five airlines it was found that only two of them
operated in European territory, which made the other three irrelevant for the
study. This way, the only airlines which were taken into account were:



European Air Transport Leipzig(ICAO: BCS) is responsible for the
major part of the European network and for long haul services to
the Middle East and Africa. Based in Leipzig/Halle Airport.



DHL Air UK(ICAO: DHK) is based at East Midlands Airport, operates
intra-European flights and trans-Atlantic.

The number and type of aircraft that each company has, are stated in Table
3.1Fig. 3.1.

Table 3.1 Aircraft models of every operator.

Aircraft

# of
Operator
aircraft

Airbus A300-600RF

21

European Air Transport Leipzig

Boeing 757-200F

22
11

DHL Air UK
European Air Transport Leipzig

Boeing 767-300ERF

4

DHL Air UK

3.2.

Analysis of the standard traffic in one day

To take a sample of the traffic for this two airlines it was first selected one day. It
was known that one day is not enough to provide circumstantial data for the later
generation and that a bigger time span is required but, to simplify things and to
decide between both of the airlines, it was chosen only one day. The day selected
was the 24th October 2016, a Monday and one week before Halloween.
Later on and when the airline was chosen, this time period sample will be
expanded in order to get enough data.
Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 show the flights from the two airlines that were studied.
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Fig. 3.1 European Air Transport Leipzig one day traffic.

Fig. 3.1 shows the air traffic for European Air Transport Leipzig, where there were
153 flights on this day.

Fig. 3.2 DHL Air UK one day traffic.

For DHL Air UK, there were nine flights on this day, which can be seen in Fig.
3.2.

3.3.

Results of the preliminary study

After this investigation, it was decided that it will be better taking into account only
the flights made by European Air Transport Leipzig as they were flying more
aircraft per day, and this allowed a better analysis.
Opposed to DHL Air UK, European Air Transport Leipzig will have a bigger
number of aircraft making European flights and it will provide a nice pool of flights
to study even after the transcontinental flights are filtered.
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS OF THE DHL FLIGHT DATA
Once the airline that will be recreated in order to make the study was already
chosen, it was time to define the routes that its fleet will be flying.
In order to do so, it was used the NEST tool again and extracted the flights that
flew in a one-week period, from the 24th October of 2016 to the 30th. It was
possible to even analyze a longer time span, like a month, but when it was time
to generate the trajectories, a one-week period could be easier to process while
granting enough information to be taken into account.
It was downloaded from the EUROCONTROL’s database the file containing all
of the data of all the flights done during this time span and later it was processed
to only include the flights from the airline it was being studied, this is, European
Air Transport (BCS).
It could be seen how the routes were repeated day by day, for example, an aircraft
may be in Milan the 24th and flew to Paris whilst another one could be flying from
Amsterdam to Milan. And the interesting part of all of this was that the aircraft that
was in Milan by the end of the day might fly to Paris in the 25th following a clear
route.
In order to start our generation knowing all the factors, it was required to know
what was individual aircraft doing during the time span. Thanks to tools such as
flightradar it was possible to search for specific aircraft, tracking its registration
number and finding that the same aircraft would be flying different routes each
day, being barely stopped throughout the day. Additionally, it could be observed
the tendency of the routes to be repeated, marking a clear network for this airline.
Another important thing that was observed was that European Air Transport
airline had its hub in the airport of Leipzig/Halle meaning that all the aircraft
returned to this airport one time or another, being it for quick maintenance or
replenishment of cargo.

4.1.

Rearrangement of the existing data

Once again it was necessary to access the EUROCONTROL database to extract
the data referring to the flights of the week that was being studied. This data that
was extracted, was stored in an XLS file which, apart from the data that was
interesting for the generation, contained tons of different information that was
simply not relevant for the study. This required to create a filter before starting the
generation.
Using Java, it was coded a function able to read the XLS file and process it,
rewriting three different and provisional TXT files which contained the data that
was really useful for the generation. This is Origin and Destination airport and
pairs of airports, named routes.

Table 4.1 Excerpt of the Origins and Destination files with the top seven airports
on the list of a total of 76.
Origin
Airport

Times
visited

Destination
Airport

Times
Visited

EDDP

276

EDDP

273

EGNX

86

EGNX

93

EBBR

78

EBBR

72

LIME

55

LIME

55

LEVT

55

LEVT

53

EKCH

35

EKCH

37

LFPG

28

LFPG

29

We can see the ICAO code of the airport (Table 4.1) and the number by its side
is the times that this airport has been visited during the selected time span. It’s
obvious how the times an airport has been visited is different from origins to the
destination. Anyways, the differences tend to be small.
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Table 4.2 Excerpt of the Routes file with the top eleven routes represented on
the file of a total of 249.
Destination
Airport

Times
used this
route

Distance
(NM)

EDDP

EGNX

27

557.36

EDDP

LIME

21

432.91

EBBR

EDDP

18

386.5

EGNX

EDDP

19

656.34

LIME

EDDP

16

472.28

EDDP

EGGW

14

486.52

EDDK

EDDP

13

304.67

EDDP

EKCH

13

289.24

EDDP

LEVT

12

873.00

EBBR

EGNX

10

267.95

EDDP

LFPG

10

437.68

Origin
Airport

This is an extract of the Routes file (Table 4.2). Here it is represented the airport
pair, the times this exact route has been traveled and the distance between
airports, represented in Nautical Miles.

4.2.

Implementing the new data in the code

Once the data was cut down and stored in those news files it was processed. In
the following chapters, it will be used to build up a data structure which will be the
core of the software, allowing it to make the generation of trajectories that this
project is about.
In order for the data to be processed, it had to be stored in different modules on
the software, which were named Airports and Routes. At the same time, there
were two lists to store different information in this modules.

4.3.

Creation of a file to store the information of the aircraft

The airports were selected, as well as the routes, what was missing were the
individuals which will be traversed said data structure, those being the aircraft. It
was already known which kind of airplanes the company that was being studied
had but it was still required to implement them in the software.
The module Airplanes was created and in it was stored the information of the two
different planes that could have the airplane: The A300 and the Boeing 757.
There was stored the cruise speed for both of them. This way the generator had
compatibility for those two aircraft.
Also, there was created a system that would randomly assign an ICAO code for
each airplane, making impossible for the codes to be repeated and/or duplicated.
Having an individual code for each airplane helped to keep the consistence of the
study and its realism. Also, this way, there is a way to keep track of the aircraft
during the whole study, as its identification code will stay the same and won’t
change.
There was created also another file which have the total number of aircraft that
were used in the study, called fleet. The XMLs generated can be seen in Fig.
4.1¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia..

Fig. 4.1 Extract of the fleet file (left) and the aircraft file (right).
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CHAPTER 5. GENERATION OF THE TRAFFIC FLOW
The needing of using a data structure in order to make the generation was stated.
There were different means to accomplish this part of the project, but finally it was
decided to use a Graph, due to its versatile nature.
It was required to represent the traffic flow of an airline during a whole week,
given a set of airports, routes, and airplanes so roaming a Weighted Directed
Graph was the final decision.
There were several ways of creating a Graph, one of them included creating all
of the needed functions from zero, but that was just a lot of unnecessary work.
Knowing that there were some libraries for Java that allowed to generate a Graph,
it was just about choosing the best and most updated one.

5.1.

What is a Graph?

First and foremost, what exactly is a Graph? How it is a differentiated data
structure?
A graph is a structure amounting to a set of objects in which some pairs of the
objects are in some sense "related". The objects correspond to mathematical
abstractions called vertices (also called nodes or points) and each of the related
pairs of vertices is called an edge (also called an arc or line).
In a Directed Graph (the one it was used in this generation, see Fig. 5.1) the
edges between vertices are oriented, and so, the graph can only be traversed in
those directions.

Fig. 5.1 Directed graph.
Additionally, the graph that was chosen for this project was a weighted one,
meaning that every edge had a related weight (a numerical value inherent to
every edge).

5.2.

Parts of the Graph

As it has been said, the graph chosen was a Directed Weighted Graph, and its
parts were defined in the scope as such:


Vertices: In the graph, the vertices represent the airports of the
simulated network. Each vertex has a related number. This number
represents the times that this particular airport has been visited,
according to the data that has been stored previously in CHAPTER 4.
This number will be used later on to calculate the probability of the
particular airport to be visited again.



Edges: The edges represent the routes between two airports. Those are
represented as point to point direct routes, but relating those routes with
another set of data will grant the real route and its waypoints. The routes
are not bidirectional and so they can be a depart and return route
between two airports, or only a depart one.
Also, each edge has a weight which is the number of times the route has
been used, according again to the data that has been processed in
CHAPTER 4. This weight is decremented by one each time that its edge
22
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has been traveled, and getting under zero diminishes the probabilities of
being used again.

5.3.

Programming the Graph

In order to traverse the graph and make the demand generator, it was required
to set up a series of airplanes on it. The Graph function was made able to read
the XML files containing the information of the different airplanes that could be
traveling through the Graph at a given time.
Now it was known which airplanes will be roaming the Graph, but how were they
placed there?
It was supposed that the generation will last a one-week period, just as the data
that was gathered from EUROCONTROL’s database. The generation was run
aircraft by aircraft and during this period of time, calculated in minutes. The major
problem was where to place the aircraft in order to start the generation.
This was easily solved, as the times that an airport was visited was a known factor
shown in Fig. 5.2. It was known the time that each airport in the network was
visited and so the calculation of the probability for just one specific airport could
be done following a rule of 3.

Fig. 5.2 Representation of the airports and the times they were visited.

Knowing the times that an airport was visited and translating them to a probability
over the total times the whole network was used allowed to use a discrete
probability distribution. It was generated a random number each time an aircraft

had to be placed for the first time on an airport. This way, it was also assured a
different outcome each time the generator was run.

5.4.

Traversing the Graph

It was required for the software to generate a desired set of trajectories that could
be performed by RPAS during a desired amount of time. In order to do so, it has
been studied a real life airline to understand and model its trajectories to get an
outcome as real as possible with the software that was being created. There also
were selected the aircrafts to fly those trajectories and the way the software will
generate them, through a Graph.
In this generation there would be involved as much aircraft as it is desired, but
each time the software will run the same way. First of all, it will generate the
trajectories for an aircraft during the desired time, and once this time is finished it
will start generating the trajectories for the next aircraft and so on. In this section
it will be explained how the trajectories for a single aircraft are generated, taking
into account that the process will be the same for all of the aircraft.
Once it was selected the departure airport as it has been explained in the last
section, it was required to start generating the trajectories for the accorded time
span, a whole week. Obviously, all of the aircraft wouldn’t start moving at 00.00
of day one as it won’t be a real approximation, and so it was added an uncertainty
of 6 hours, meaning that each airplane could start moving at any time between
00:00 and 06:00. This uncertainty was added using again a random variable of
time, set between zero minutes to 360 minutes, the equivalent of six hours.
Now the trajectories of the aircraft had to be generated, from one airport to
another. But how could it choose between the different routes available to it? It
was possible using the same method as it was used in section 5.3, using a
discrete probability distribution.
As it has been explained, the Graph was a Weighted Directed Graph, meaning
that each edge, representing the routes between airports, had a weight assigned
to it. This weight was the times that this route was used during the selected time
span that was retrieved from the original data. The more times the route was
used, the more probable it was to be selected as the desired route. Independetly
of if it was the most probable or not, every selected route will have its weight
decremented by one each time. This way, a route with a zero weight won’t be
eligible any more through the whole generation, unless all of the possible routes
from one airport have a weight of zero. In this case, all of the routes will have the
same probability to be chosen.
Using a discrete probability distribution as before, it was ensured that different
outputs will occur by running the software different times.
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Fig. 5.3 Representation of the traversing function.

In Fig. 5.3 we can see how the traversing function will work. The circles represent
the airports and the arrows the routes between them. The numbers by the side
of the arrows are the times a route has been used in the historical data that has
been extracted earlier from the database. If the aircraft was placed in the Origin
Airport, it would have only three different airports to fly to.
Using the same rule of probabilities that had been applied before to place the
aircraft in its original position was the way to decide which airport will be the most
likely to be the chosen one. In this case, what are being selected are the routes,
and the most probable route is the one with the 20 which has a 40% of
probabilities to be the one used.
Being the most likely doesn’t mean that it will be the chosen one, though. Then,
it was selected a random value, again, to determine which of the three routes will
be the selected one. Just as before, if the number is in between the range values
of the probabilities of one of the routes, this one will be the selected one.
From then, this small algorithm will be repeated, adding the time that the travel
took to an inner counter of the aircraft until this counter gets to the maximum
selected time, in this case, a whole week expressed in minutes.
This counter had not only the travel time but the original uncertainty time and a
holding time, explained in the following section.

Once the aircraft counter has reached its maximum, the generation starts anew
with the next aircraft in the list and until there are no aircraft left to be simulated.

5.5.

The output

The final results of this generation were given in the form of an XML file. Said
XML file contained all the flights that every aircraft made during the week,
including the departure and arrival times and travel times as well as the day of
the week the generation took place.
In order to calculate the elapsed times, there had to be done certain assumptions
and calculus. It was introduced the original uncertainty, as it has been explained
earlier, but it was taken into account the travel time, and the on ground holding
time.
It was saved a global variable for each airplane which contained the total amount
of minutes that were being spent through the generation of the week. The routes,
saved in the edges, had the distance between the pair of airports and knowing
the cruise speed of the aircraft it was calculated the travel time. Also, it was added
a random on ground time (to make amends for things like refueling, download
and upload time, etc.) set between 90 minutes to 150 minutes.
With this, the travel time was expressed in the final file in minutes while the arrival
and departure were expressed in UTC, adding, as it has been said, the day of
the flight to easily recognize when the flight took place. The final file will look like
¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia..
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Fig. 5.4 Excerpt of the routing.xml.

It is known that assuming the travel time by only taking into account the speed of
the aircraft and the distance traveled, is not a good approximation, but this
software was not made to take into account performance data. For this, it will be
used a trajectory predictor software in order to extract more realistic trajectories.
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CHAPTER 6. ROUTES AND WAYPOINTS
The Graph was already created and it has given the XML files needed in order to
proceed with the generation. Even so, those files were not ready yet to be used
in the generation with the trajectory predictor (DYNAMO), that will be used in the
following chapters, as they were not in the required format.

Fig. 6.1 Comparison between DYNAMO file (left) and the graph output file
(right).

The files the trajectory predictor uses have the detailed waypoint to waypoint
information (as seen in the left image of ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de
la referencia.) while the graph gave information between airports only. It was
required to find the waypoints between the airport's pair and create an individual
DYNAMO compatible XML for each route.
Once again, the DDR2 database was accessed in order to retrieve the
information of the waypoints. It had for the same week that the generation was
taken into account, the data of every flight waypoint to waypoint stored in SO6
files.

6.1.

The NEST format

Fig. 6.2 SO6 waypoint information.

In Fig. 6.2 it’s represented an excerpt from the SO6 mentioned earlier. This file
actually gave so much more information than what was actually needed, so
following the same criteria, the software was updated to be able to split the SO6
and extract the needed information in a similar way as how the XLS was cropped
down in CHAPTER 4.
All the meaning of the data that this file gave can be found in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Interpretation of the data in the SO6.
#
1

17

Field
Type
Segment
char
identifier
Origin of flight char
Destination of char
flight
Aircraft type char
Time
begin num
segment
Time
end num
segment
FL
begin num
segment
FL
end num
segment
Status
char
Callsign
char
Date
begin num
segment
Date
end num
segment
Lat
begin float
segment
Lon
begin float
segment
Lat
end float
segment
Lon
end float
segment
Flight identifier num

18

Sequence

num

19

Segment
length
Segment
parity/color

float

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

20

num

Size

4
4

Comment
first point name "_" last point name (see
note)
ICAO code
ICAO code

4
6

HHMMSS padded with 0's

6

HHMMSS padded with 0's

1 to 3
1 to 3
1

0=climb, 1=descent, 2=cruise

6

YYMMDD padded with 0's

6

YYMMDD padded with 0's
in minute decimal
in minute decimal
in minute decimal
in minute decimal
same as the one provided in expand file
(must be unique). In case of flight option it is
>=1000000000)
start at 1 for every new flight, incremented
at each line.
in nautical miles
0=NO (grey, R=102, G=102, B=102),
[…]
9=General Purpose Yellow Color (R=255,
G=255, B=0)

As it is shown in Table 6.1, the data given in each line of the SO6 file is presented
by pairs of waypoints. It was split to show information of an only waypoint, and
only the useful data for the generation it was being worked on.
In addition, in Fig. 6.2 it can be seen that there are waypoints that start with an
exclamation “!” mark. All of those waypoints are considered not relevant for this
generation as they are not real waypoints that could appear in the charts but they
are coordinates selected for a specific part of the flight that had been given a
name to be used in this specific operation.
Those waypoints were then eliminated for the final waypoint file, meaning that the
file would give information only from real waypoints to real, jumping over the
exclamation ones. It was investigated and then validated that those waypoints
where used for short parts of the trajectory, being mostly in the STAR and SID.
Those were then overlooked in this project as they change between operations
and were considered so short they were negligible.
In like manner, as the SO6 data was explained, Table 6.2 shows the data that
the final file had.

Table 6.2 Interpretation of the data in the final Waypoint file.
#
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

Field
Type
Waypoint
char
name
Time
spent float
since
the
beginning of
the route
FL
when num
reaching the
waypoint
Latitude of the float
waypoint
Longitude of float
the waypoint
Origin airport char
Destination
char
airport

Size

Comment
Point name
In minutes

1 to 3

in degree decimal
in degree decimal
4
4

ICAO code
ICAO code
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This final file was much shorter than the original one and was easier to read. It
has to be noted that the coordinates, which in origin were in minute decimal, were
converted during the splitting of the file to an easier format to read in degree
decimal. This change allowed to be much easier to read and process and can be
implemented in other programs or formats, such as it will be done later, in a KML.

Table 6.3 Example of the data that the final waypoint file will have.
Waypoint Time spent FL when Latitude Longitude Origin
name
since
the reaching of
the of
the airport
beginning of the
waypoint waypoint
the route
waypoint
LIME
0.0
0
45.668 9.700
LIME
TZO
5.0
165
45.559 9.507
LIME
RIDVA
13.0
310
45.165 10.642
LIME
NEVMO
19.0
367
44.897 11.389
LIME
LISKO
39.0
370
43.571 14.132
LIME
DIPEP
41.0
370
43.341 14.491
LIME
RIVAM
51.0
370
42.499 15.772
LIME
GARGA
54.0
370
42.266 16.116
LIME
ENOXA
66.0
370
41.201 17.668
LIME
BRD
71.0
370
40.610 18.002
LIME

Destination
airport

LGAV
LGAV
LGAV
LGAV
LGAV
LGAV
LGAV
LGAV
LGAV
LGAV

In Table 6.3 we can see an excerpt of the data the final file, once cropped, will
have. There are some aspects that have to be remarked.
First one, there are no exclamation waypoints; all of them have been removed.
This can be noticed in how the climb phase seems to happen so abruptly in this
example. Going from LIME to TZO and from TZO to RIDVA it can be seen how
abruptly the flight level changed. This is because the exclamation waypoints were
created indicating the climb phase, but are nearly negligible in such a big
generation with all the aircraft that will be flying over the week.
The other change to notice is that the latitude and longitude are now expressed
in degree decimal and not in minute decimal as it was. As it has been explained
earlier, this new format is easier to work with later on. In addition, the coordinates
represented in this example are not complete; they had been cut down to the third
decimal. The real file has all the decimals until the fourteenth, the reason that in
this example they do not appear all of them is just for simplification. It just has to
be noted that while less precise than minute decimal, it has been stored all the
possible decimals to not lose all of the precision.

6.2.

Link between waypoints and routes

The data that was required to know the waypoints between two airports was
already stored, not only in the TXT file that has been tabulated before but
internally in the program, it had its own module and list to store it for as long as
the code was running. The next logical step was to link this list of waypoints with
the routes that the Graph returned.
As it has been shown, the cropped file had not only the data of each waypoint but
also from where to where this exact waypoint was relating. Having this
information before hand, allowed to link the waypoint set of the file with the routes
that the Graph returned. This same routes had on them the origin and destination
airport, data which was selected to appear in the cropped file of waypoints and
that’s how they were related.
It was implemented an algorithm in the code able to iterate through both files and
find the relations between them to lately print, for each flight, a ROUTE.XML file
to be used in DYNAMO.

6.3.

The DYNAMO format

To make these iterations, two new modules were created: trip and waypoints.



Trip stored all the information relative to one individual flight of one
specific aircraft.
Waypoint stored all the information relative to one individual aircraft.

These two new modules were related between them with the Origin and
Destination Airport Name in a way that a single trip will have multiple waypoints
from the origin airport to the target one.
The data in the files were read and stored in these two new modules. Later on,
this data was printed in an XML file, as it has been done before using the Java
library DOM2 which allows writing XMLs. The file was written down in the fashion
of a DYNAMO ROUTE.XML, as it has been shown before. There were created
functions to work with the data and process it to write it later in the XML
aforementioned.
It was necessary to write a file for each flight, which resulted in having from tenths
of files to hundreds of them, depending on how many aircraft were taken into
account. This resulted in having the need to have some way to differentiate
between all those files, so it was created a single and unique identification code,
which was assigned to each file and on the filename of it, as seen in Fig. 6.3.
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Fig. 6.3 Explanation of the route identifier.

In the following picture, Fig. 6.4, it can be seen how the different files look in the
folder of the program. It can be seen that each file has its unique identifier as it
has been mentioned before.

Fig. 6.4 Different ROUTE files processed.

Fig. 6.5 Extract from one of the ROUTE files, completely compatible with the
DYNAMO.

Those files will look like what is shown in Fig. 6.5.
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CHAPTER 7. KML examples of the final routes
During all the project and until this point, everything was represented by
numerical means, there was no visual explanation of what was being done,
leaving so much to the imagination. How could it be sure that what was being
done was correct? It was then decided to give a visual representation of the
routes that the Graph created.
The waypoints file that was processed using the NEST data file, gave enough
information to recreate those routes, that were being created for the generation,
on Google Earth using a KML file, thus giving a visual image of the traffic it was
being created.

7.1.

KML file definition

A KML file is a data file pretty similar in structure to an XML, being the only
difference the tags that are used in one or the other. This file can be opened by
Google Earth and can give lots of different information: you can draw points in
the map, lines, modify all of their styles and also recreate a generation over time,
such as a plane flying from point A to point B given a period of time.
That last application was why it was used in this project, to show the routes the
Graph created over a map, so they could be easily identified, in the glance of an
eye, and to prove they were being created correctly.
As the number of flights is variable and those flights may differ from one
generation to another, it has to be noted that the KML will be different each time
the generation is started, meaning that the routes that are being displayed here
may not coincide with the ones that the program will provide in its next generation.
Also, as there are a big number of flights over the span of a week, the file can
take a while to load at first. The time between waypoints of the aircraft is in the
order of minutes, but Google Earth works always with the same time bar, meaning
that if the total time is something as what this project has, a whole week, even
though the time samples are in the order of minutes, the generation will run in an
order of hours. If this KML were to be split in order to show a time span inferior it
will show the flights waypoint to waypoint, as it is meant to be.

Fig. 7.1 Excerpt of the route.kml file.

It has been taken a part of the KML file, as seen in Fig. 7.1. It can be seen how
each waypoint is defined in this file. More than waypoints, what is being defined
here are segments between waypoints so it could print in Google Earth a linear
route, instead of drawing points across the map.
The tags that have been created in order to see the simulation in Google Earth
are depicted in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Explanation of the most used KML tags.
Tag

Function

Placemark

This is where the segment or point is defined.

TimeStamp

Allows to create a <when> to mark exactly in which
point in time does this Placemark take place.

styleUrl

Allows to enter a custom style, defined in the header
of the KML.

LineString

Defines the segment. It has to have the coordinates of the
beginning point and ending one and also it can be
defined how the altitude in this segment is taken into
account, if it is relative to the ground or to the sea level.

Point

Defines a single point. It has to have the coordinates of its
point defined. Useful to place a single icon to highlight its
point.
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Graphic depiction of the KML using Google Earth

In Fig. 7.2 it is represented what are a time span of a few hours in the one-week
generation that the Graph returned. It can be seen in red the routes that the
aircraft made, following the waypoints processed from the NEST SO6 file and two
different markers, A for the origin airport and B for the destination airport.
It can be noticed that the vast majority of the flights, go to or come from Germany,
from the Leipzig/Halle airport more precisely.

Fig. 7.2 Google Earth representation of a few hours of flights.

In Fig. 7.3 is showed the air traffic that the Graph generated for the full one-week
time span. It is, from the beginning of the 24th October to the very end of the 30th
October. It can barely be seen anything (as it is fully crowded with lines that
represent the routes), but it can be observed how the same routes are used over
and over again (the stronger colored), those being the more usual such as the
ones that lead or come from the hub, Leipzig/Halle.
It can be also seen how some flights come and go from out of Europe, but those
are just a small minority compared to all the flights that happen in European
territory, that is why this airline was selected among all them.

Fig. 7.3 Google Earth representation of a whole week of flights.
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CHAPTER 8. DYNAMO IMPLEMENTATION
The program that was created, and explained before, gave a big number of
ROUTE.xml files. As it has been stated, those were totally compatible with
DYNAMO, a tool with which it would be studied the viability of the routes created
and compared with the trajectories that the Graph returned.
Before the results of using this trajectory predictor are shown, it is necessary to
briefly explain what DYNAMO is and how it is used.

8.1.

The DYNAMO tool

8.1.1.

What is DYNAMO?

As the DYNAMO User’s Guide describes itself:
DYNAMO (Dynamic Optimizer) is a trajectory optimization framework developed
by researchers at Universitat Politécnica de Catalunya UPC that is capable of
computing optimal aircraft 4-dimensional (4D) trajectories in different contexts
solving an optimal control problem (OCP) for the vertical profile and a sampling
based path-planning problem for the lateral route.
With DYNAMO it is possible to dynamically define and load scenarios (described
by an intended Flight plan and many other input parameters), prepare them for
the optimization and gather the results once done. The flexibility of the described
framework allows for an easy implementation of different flight profiles, from
completely unconstrained continuous operations (including self- separated
multiple aircraft scenarios), to defined standard procedures such as Noise
Abatement Departure Procedures (NADP), standard instrument departures and
arrivals (SID, STAR), etc. as well as any ATC constraint.
To know more about what DYNAMO can and cannot do, go to [9].

8.1.2.

How does DYNAMO work?

DYNAMO is a tool that only works in Unix-based systems, such as Ubuntu. As it
is, it has to be executed using command lines through the terminal. To visualize
the results in the form of a plot, it is necessary to install an additional program,
GNUPLOT.
In order to work, DYNAMO needs to get a series of files as an input. Below, there
will be listed only the files that had to be modified in order to do the generations
required in this project.

8.1.2.1.

Route

It contains the lateral route. This is the file that the program that has been created
in this project is able to generate. In it, there are contained the waypoints that the
aircraft will follow in order to go from one airport to another.
Each flight will have its own ROUTE file.

8.1.2.2.

Conventional

It contains the vertical profile of the route. It has for every phase of the flight, a
number of constraints to recreate how the climb, cruise, and descent of the flight
will be. The initial phase can be seen in Fig. 8.1.

Fig. 8.1 Excerpt of the CONVENTIONAL file where it is shown, among others,
the first waypoint the aircraft encounters in this precise flight.

Also, there are represented two waypoints in this file, the first is the first waypoint,
at which the climb begins, the last one is where the aircraft will land.
Those are the only two values that have been changed throughout the project.
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Knobs

In this file, there are several constraints, such as the ones used for the weather,
the optimization of the flight, the cost index, the step change values…etc.

Fig. 8.2 Excerpt of the KNOBS file where it is shown the Cost Index (CI) value.
The one that will be changed in this project is the Cost Index as seen in Fig. 8.2.
Through it, there would be noted the changes in the trajectory.
As an example, if the Cost Index is too big, the flight will take less time as it is
better to get earlier to the destination. The formula to calculate the CI is written in
(8.1).
Time cost ~ $/hr

𝐶𝐼 = Fuel cost ~ cents/lb

(8.1)

It has to be noted, that after some generations with just one trajectory changing
the Cost Index, it was finally decided to set a fixed value for it, which was 10. This
way, all of the trajectories will have the same CI, as what is really needed from
DYNAMO is all of the trajectories of all the flights that the program previously
mentioned created.

8.1.2.4.

Scenario

This file stores where the other files necessary to run DYNAMO are saved and
links to them. This is the file that is first loaded when DYNAMO is executed as it
redirects to the other files.
For this project, this file only had to be edited in order to redirect the program to
the files that were needed and where the results had to be stored.

8.2.

Using DYNAMO

As it has been stated before, DYNAMO was created to run on Linux-based
computers, which represented a little handicap at the beginning as all of the
computers that were being used until the moment were Windows-based. It was
required to get a working computer which could execute the program.
As it is known, Linux works through command lines and so, it has to be learned
how to use the basic command lines to execute DYNAMO, which could only be
executed this way.

Fig. 8.3 DYNAMO display on the terminal of Ubuntu.

DYNAMO is executed in the terminal with the command showed in Fig. 8.3. In it,
first of all, DYNAMO is called through ./dynamo and then the files that it will be
using are specified. In this example, it was being tested DYNAMO for a single
trajectory, which files where store and specified in the following parameters of the
command, scenario, aircraft, route, profile.
Finally, plot decided if it was desired to plot the trajectory in order to see de flight
level, Mach number and other interesting parameters required to understand its
trajectory. Also, it was depicted the vertical profile, with all of the climbing and
descending phases.
The log parameter was used to say if it was wanted to print on the terminal screen
all of the logs when the program was executing itself or not.
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Iterating with DYNAMO

It was required for DYNAMO to generate the trajectories of all of the traffic that
was created earlier in this project, but DYNAMO only could process one flight at
a time. This was a drawback at first, as it couldn’t be used DYNAMO as it was to
simulate all the flights and it was needed to create a minor script to execute
DYNAMO in a loop.

8.3.1.

Generating a Script

Linux-based computers can work through command lines, and as it has been
said before, DYNAMO could only be executed through them. For this same
reason, it was necessary to create a script which could manipulate the Ubuntu
terminal and execute the program as many times as flights there were.
It was necessary to learn the basics to program in Bash (Bourne again shell), so
it could be created a small script which could execute DYNAMO inside a loop.
The difficulty resided in that the functions and the way to program in Bash was a
little different than programming in Java and it was required to learn this new
means.
The script had to be able to read the name of the files stored in a folder and store
only the filename, excluding the path and the extension, which all of them had an
XML extension.
It had then to iterate through all of these file names stored and stamp them in the
DYNAMO command line, which has been explained before. As the command line
requires to know where the file that is being executed is located and they weren’t
in the same folder as the executable, the command line now had to redirect to
the actual folder, so the semi path was preset in the script.
Finally, the script had to rename the result files so they were recognizable and
identifiable with the inputs they came from. As the input files had the identifier in
the filename, it only had to be copied from there and pasted into the result file
desired.
Once it was understood how Bash works, it was created the script as it has been
specified before which is depicted in Fig. 8.4.

Fig. 8.4 Script created in Bash to execute DYNAMO multiple times.

After the creation of the script and once its testing demonstrated that it was fully
functional, it was executed. Once the execution reached its end, after half an hour
in this case but the time of execution may vary (depending on how many flights
are stipulated to be analyzed), all of the result files were stored in a folder, and it
was time to analyze them and compare them to the route files created by the
program developed in this project.
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CHAPTER 9. ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMO RESULTS
Several tests were run using DYNAMO in order to fully understand its results and
what do they mean. At first, there were made simple tests to show what would
happen if the Cost Index was modified in a single flight, and which consequences
it could have. Later on, the Cost Index was modified for every flight to get the
homogeneity needed for this project to work.

9.1.

Altering the Cost Index

At first, it was needed to know which Cost Index will be used in all of the
trajectories simulation. With this purpose in mind, there were run three different
tests altering the CI and analyzing which of them will be more convenient for the
project. The three tests were run using a CI of 0, 50 and 100.

9.1.1.

Cost Index of 100

The first test was run with a CI of 100, this meant that the flight takes more value
in getting early to the destination rather than saving fuel. The graphic output of
this simulation can be seen in Fig. 9.1.

Fig. 9.1 Plot of the Altitude and Speed of a flight for a CI of 100.

9.1.2.

Cost Index of 50

Selecting a CI of 50 meant that it was given as much importance to getting fast
to the destination as to saving fuel. This simulation returned a plot shown in Fig.
9.2.

Fig. 9.2 Plot of the Altitude and Speed of a flight for a CI of 50.

There can be seen small changes regarding the 100 CI plot. The Mach in this plot
has slightly decreased and it has reached the cruise altitude a few miles earlier
than the other plot.

9.1.3.

Cost Index of 0

The last of this simulation was made with a CI of 0. This Cost Index means that
getting fast to the destination is not a priority rather than saving as much fuel as
possible. Once again, the simulation gave a plot as a result which is shown in
Fig. 9.3.
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Fig. 9.3 Plot of the Altitude and Speed of a flight for a CI of 0.

This plot is the most different of them all. Changes can be seen in all of the
parameters displayed in it. The most notorious one being the reduction of the
Mach and the CAS. This is obvious, as if what is needed is to save fuel, the
aircraft will fly slower in order to waste the minimum amount of it.
Also, it can be seen with the altitude plot how now it has a steeper climb to get to
the cruise altitude. This can be explained as the aircraft wants to save fuel, as it
has been stated, so it will get to the cruise altitude, where it can waste the
minimum fuel, earlier.
Once those three simulations were finished, it was decided to make a fourth and
last simulation, with a CI close to zero, to represent the needing to saving fuel,
but not being zero. Getting to a CI of zero is unrealistic, as it is shown in the
formula (8.1), to be zero, the fuel cost will have to be much, much bigger than the
time cost. Knowing this restriction, it was decided to make the last simulation with
a CI of 10.

9.1.4.

Cost Index of 10

This was the last simulation done with regards to the CI. For this one, it was
selected a CI of 10 and it gave the plot shown in Fig. 9.4.

Fig. 9.4 Plot of the Altitude and Speed of a flight for a CI of 10.

This plot is pretty similar to the CI zero one, but with an important difference, a CI
of 10 is much realizable than a CI of zero.
The simulations were already done and it was necessary to select which of the
CI simulated will be the one chosen for the massive simulation that will take place.
The project was based to be implemented for freight airlines, and those prefer to
save fuel rather than get early to the destination, as normally they do not transport
urgent express cargo. Exceptions may occur. As they will prefer saving fuel, the
option to be selected will be a low CI, in the case of this project, a CI of zero, but
it has been stated before that this will be unrealizable so the CI was chosen will
be the closer to zero simulated, which is 10.
From this point on, all the simulations done with DYNAMO on this project will be
made with a CI of 10.

9.2.

Output files of DYNAMO

It has already established that the CI used from now on will be a CI of 10,
prioritizing, this way, the cost of the fuel over the cost of the time flown. With the
results of DYNAMO after this massive simulation, it was possible to compare the
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trajectories with the ones generated by the program created in this project and
see the accuracy of it.
Before showing the results and comparisons, it is mandatory to understand the
type of result that DYNAMO gives. DYNAMO is able to generate five results files
which are, and will be explained then, output.dat, result.dat, result.xml, result.so6
and route.xml.
Of those five files, route.xml is the exact same file than the input one, but with its
values simplified, as they are shown in Fig. 9.5.

Fig. 9.5 Input route.xml is shown at the left and the output one at the right.

9.2.1.

The Output file

One of the five files returned by DYNAMO is the output.dat. This file has
information on how much it took for the aircraft to complete the trajectory (in hours
and in seconds), the fuel wasted on the flight (in kilograms) and information for
each phase of the flight, for the beginning and ending of every phase, such as
the time and date, the CAS, the Mach…etc.
An excerpt of this file can be seen in Fig. 9.6.

Fig. 9.6 Excerpt of the output.dat file. Not all of the data in the file is being
depicted in this figure.

9.2.2.

The Result files

These are the three last files that DYNAMO returns. Those are a .dat a .kml and
a .so6. Each of them contains information about the performance of the aircraft
during the flight, this information is updated every ten seconds.
These files are really helpful to understand, for instance, where was the aircraft
at a given time, at which speed it was flying, when it changed the day (if it actually
does), the altitude…etc.
Those are the files that represent what the plot, also given by DYNAMO, is
graphically depicting.
Also, the KML file has a representation of the route over a Google Earth map,
which can give lots of information of the trajectory, as it is shown in Fig. 9.7, Fig.
9.8 and Fig. 9.9.

Fig. 9.7 Horizontal view of a trajectory given by DYNAMO.
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Fig. 9.8 Vertical view of a trajectory given by DYNAMO, zoomed in the climb
phase.

Fig. 9.9 Vertical view of a trajectory given by DYNAMO, zoomed in the
descending phase.

As it can be seen in the figures above, this new KML gives a lot of information
about a single trajectory, also making each phase of it easily recognizable, where
it starts climbing, where the cruise altitude is reached, where the descend phase
begins...
DYNAMO gives all the necessary information to fully understand how the
trajectory is made, and also it gives enough information to compare it with the
results of the program created in this project.

9.3.

Comparison of the results

Finally, DYNAMO has been executed in a loop, using the Loop_Script created in
the last chapter. It has been able to generate as many trajectories as the ones it
has received as an input, out from the Graph program. Now they have to be
compared, to show the accuracy that the program will have against DYNAMO.

The best way to compare the programs is using the Output file given by DYNAMO
and the Routing given by the simulator. That is because both of them give
information on how much time did it take for each flight to be completed, and
there it can be compared, how similar is the Routing file to the Output.

Fig. 9.10 Routing file in the left, Output file on the right. Both for the first flight of
the first aircraft.

It can be seen in Fig. 9.10 the first comparison, using the first flight of the first
aircraft of the ones generated. As it is shown by DYNAMO, the flight took a total
time of 2 hours and 1 minute to be completed while the travel time depicted by
the Routing file is 106.94 minutes which are an equivalent of 1 hour and 47
minutes. The difference between them is 15 minutes.

Fig. 9.11 Routing file in the left, Output file on the right. Both for the first flight of
the second aircraft.

Using the results for the second aircraft, first flight, the differences between
DYNAMO and the simulator are shown in Fig. 9.11. While for the file of DYNAMO
the flight was completed in 1 hour and 5 minutes, the Routing file says it was
done in 55 minutes, which difference is clearly of 10 minutes.
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Fig. 9.12 Routing file on the left, Output file on the right. Both for the first flight
of the third aircraft.

Fig. 9.12 shows the differences for the first flight of the third aircraft. DYNAMO
estimates 2 hours and 55 minutes’ travel time, while the simulator shows a 161.39
minutes’ mark, which are roughly 2 hours and 41 minutes. Then again the
difference is 14 minutes.
If it is taken as true that the DYNAMO files are more correct, which is obvious as
the simulator doesn’t take into account all of the performance parameters that
DYNAMO does, it can be estimated through these comparisons and many other
that were done that there is a difference between them of a maximum of 15
minutes. This could be considered a good approximation for the simulator made
in this project as, how it has been said before; it does not take into account the
performance parameters, and only generates a set of routes and trajectories to
make an approximation for the real traffic.
It is known that 15 minutes of difference in the aeronautical time may represent
a lot, especially in terms of money, but then again, it is just an approximation and
its considered that the generator will need to make some post-processing to be
as accurate as it can be, being in terms of using other useful programs such as
DYNAMO, or updating itself to allow the better simulation.
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CONCLUSIONS
As this project has shown, the automation for the generation of trajectories could
be feasible, given the needed input parameters. The software has been created
in such a way that with only three basic inputs it could work, it will only need two
files, a CSV extracted from NEST with the information it is required to simulate
and a TXT with the waypoints in betweenn the routes that could be generated.
The third input would be to select the aircraft or aircraft that would be simulated.
If the information from NEST could not be acquired or could not be wanted, there
would be the option to run the software by entering only the origin airports,
destination, and routes, besides the other required files cited before.
It has been demonstrated that the algorithm that the software runs is able to
generate a big number of trajectories for a time period tested of a week in a
relatively short generation time. Using a Graph as the core for the program
resulted in being the most efficient way to do the mash up of routes and later
relation of the waypoints for each route.
The final simulation and testing with DYNAMO proved that, although simple, the
software created could be really accurate, giving time difference with DYNAMO
of fifteen minutes at max. This difference could be considered as a big one, but
taking into account the simplicity of the software, and how it served its purpose
as a trajectory generator it could be stated that it is a good approximation.
Although the software is functional as it is, there is a lot of room to improve it.
There could be further work on it in order to make it even more accurate, for
instance, making it automatically work together with DYNAMO.
Another update that could be made would be to generate the necessary files and
simulate altogether with a collision detection program, in order to elaborate how
the traffic generated would behave in a real traffic simulation, and which changes
should be made.
This study has been finally made considering that the drones that would be flying
would have the same characteristics as an A320, as a further work it could be
considered the performance of a real big drone, as it could be a Global Hawk.
The project was made with a question in mind. It was not only about the automatic
generation of trajectories but to know how the implementation of RPAS into the
controlled airspace, for a company like a freight airline would work out. Although
there is further work to be done, as it has been stated before, it could be safely
assumed that a generator, like the one created in this project, would be a great
tool to start the implementation of drones into the air traffic. There is more
processing to be done, especially implementing a collision detector like it has
been said, but an automatic generator like this one could ease the work in order
to generate viable flight plans through existing data. This way, and with the further
work, drones could be implemented into the real air traffic.
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APPENDIX A
SOFTWARE STRUCTURE
In this section the software that has been created for this project will be explained
as how it fluxes the data when executed and what does each module do. There
will be also noted the external libraries that were used in order to get the software
to work. All the software that will be explained here was coded in Java using the
IntelliJ IDEA IDE.

Modules of the software
The software that was created for this project had many modules but all of them
can be fitted in one of the following three major sections: the input reader, the
route generator and the output writer.
Those sections will be explained in order of execution, as how they will work once
the software is executed.
There are also auxiliary modules, which are those modules that do not fit in just
one of those sections but instead work with all of the modules.

The input reader
The software will have to generate a series of routes but, in order to do so, some
parameters have to be entered in it first. This first section englobes the modules
of the program that will interact with the extern data and will accommodate it to fit
with the rest of the modules.
There are two principal modules in this section, Read and WaypointReader.

Read
Read is the module that will be able to get the bulk of the data for the project.
This module is able to read “.CSV” files that come from an external program
(NEST) and process them to match the needs of the software. It filters all of the
data from these files to save only the airports and routes information for each
flight, discarding all of the rest.

This data is then stored in the auxiliary modules Airports and Routes as well as
in separated “.TXT” files.

WaypointReader
This module works in a similar fashion than Read, it is able to read the file
containing all of the waypoints that will be used for the route generation. This file
comes again from an external program (NEST) and it has more information than
what will be finally used as well as being ordered in a way that does not fit the
needs of the project. Again, this module will not just read the file but also process
it and modify it. This modified data will then be stored in a new file and also in the
auxiliary module Waypoints.
In Fig. 0.1 can be seen the difference before the processing of the data and after
it.

Fig. 0.1 Depiction of the original waypoints file (left) compared with the
simplified version (right).

The route generator
This section will be the core of the whole project. Using the data retrieved from
the first section, the modules that will be explained here will use it to generate the
routes, which is the purpose of this project, and send them to the last section,
which will then write them to be used with any other program or just compared.
This section incorporates two major modules, GraphCreator and GraphRoamer.
In this project, it was necessary to use a data structure to generate the desired
routes. After some thought process, it was chose to be used a Graph. As Java
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does not have a specific library to use and create Graphs, it was required to use
an external library, which was JgraphT. With the help of this library, it was
possible to create a Directed Weighted Graph and operate with it as much as it
was needed.
To generate the routes it was necessary to know, apart from other things, the
airplanes that will be flying said routes. It was then generated a number of
airplanes that will be used in the generation that were stored in the auxiliary
module Airplanes and Fleet. Airplanes saved the information for each aircraft,
giving to it a unique identification code, and Fleet stored the information of how
many aircrafts of the same type were.

GraphCreator
This module was able to initialize the Graph. It received the data of the airports,
routes and aircrafts and used it to start the generation. The airports were
allocated as vertex of the Graph and the routes, as its edges. The aircrafts were
then placed in an original airport, in order to start the generation.
The following steps were done aircraft per aircraft, one after the other and not all
at the same time. The method used to place the aircrafts in a given airport was a
rule of probability. It was known from the data given by the first section how many
times each airport was visited during a week. Knowing this data and using a
random value, the aircrafts were allocated, always following the rule of probability.

GraphRoamer
There were created a set of rules for the aircraft to traverse the Graph. First of
all, time. The aircraft will traverse the Graph only for a week time period, once it
is over, it will stop at the last airport it get, making the generation for this particular
aircraft over. Also, to make the generation more realistic, there were created a
set of time constraints. All of the aircrafts will start its traverse at a different time,
a random value comprised between the 00.00 and the 06.00 of the first day. Also,
once an aircraft gets to an airport, it will wait between 90 and 150 minutes before
departing again.
Which airport was selected to fly from another one was decided using a
probability law again. Each route had a probability to be used, based on the times
it was used during the week. Once a route is used, this number is decremented
until it gets to zero. If all of the possible routes have a zero value, it means that
all of them have the same probability to be selected next.
Each time an aircraft flew from an airport to another it was stored all of the flight
information in an auxiliary module called Trip. Trip allowed to know the departure
and arrival time, as well as the exact aircraft that made the flight, from were to
were and the date the flight took place as well as how many nautical miles were

covered and time was spent in the flight. This same information is vital to be used
in the next section.

The output writer
Once the generation has been made the data created needs to be stored so it
can be used later. This last section covers the way in which the data was
transferred to files external to the software. The type of files that were used were
“.XML” files and to create them it was necessary to use an external library called
DOM.
This section used three modules, KMLCreator, XMLWaypoints and XMLWriter,
and also used the Trip auxiliary module.

XMLWriter
This module allowed creating an “.XML” file for all the important data that will be
used in the same software. It was able to create a file containing the Trip data for
each flight as well as a file that had the Airplane information and another one for
the Fleet information. It was also able to reread those files and modify/update
them if it was necessary.
All of those files was designed to be easily readable even if it was not known how
the software works.

XMLWaypoints
During the project it was thought that it would be necessary to compare the data
generate for this software with the one created by another one, and see how
accurate the program that was being developed really was.
It was decided to use DYNAMO in order to compare the data, and so, the files
that the software generated had to be adapted to work as inputs for this new
software. That’s what this module was able to do, rearrange all of the data that
XMLWriter provided and generate a set of new files, able to work with DYNAMO.

KMLCreator
Once XMLWriter was finished, all of the generated routes were already stored in
external files, so the software could be said to be finished. Instead of finishing the
software there, it was decided to create another layer so those results could be
seen on screen, more than just displaying numbers.
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It was created this new module, able to generate “.KML” files which will contain
all of the routes that were generated during the week time period. This file, when
executed with Google Earth provided a visualization of how the traffic flew during
that week.
Although the file allowed this visualization to be displayed at an order of minutes,
the nature of Google Earth only let to display from hour to hour.

User Interface
The software was made with the idea that the user will have the minimum amount
of interaction with it. Being so, the user only have to specify the name of the input
files and the type and number of aircrafts that will be used for the generation, all
of this parameters can be modified in the Main Module.
Nowadays, the software has capacity to operate with three models of aircraft,
A300, B757 and A320 but the number of them could be increased if it was
necessary.

